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ABSTRACT
No one is above the harm that can come from misinformation, and
possible solutions to the issue are hindered because not everyone
can access the internet equally. That’s why it’s important to fight
against the spread of misinformation, a.k.a. Fake News, and web
inaccessibility so we can all live our best lives possible.

Fake News as an area of research is relatively new and so some
aspects are not very well researched, each aspect is researched
separately and not intersectionally and there is no product for the
user. On top of that, most of the methods used are only typically
around 70% accurate, there is no method for detection fake news
in languages other than English, and there is very little public
documentation of their work. In terms of Web accessibility, this is
an area of afterthought for developers and that makes it harder for
everyone that has disabilities, has other impairments, comes from
a different culture, or doesn’t know English very well to actually
get this wide breadth of knowledge that’s out there.

At the moment, this research aims to create a functional, ac-
cessible, human-centered user interface for automatic fake news
detection. The interface would include a scalable back end frame-
work where the best methods for automatic deception detection
can be added. In the future, with more time, this project hopes to be
fully functional in automatically detecting fake news while being
versatile, robust, and accurate.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of "fake news", "rumors", "misinformation", "de-
ception", "click-bait" in news media has had a resurgence partly
due to things like "online social networks", "social media platforms",
and "online news environments"[3, 8–16, 19–32].Every resource in
the bibliography or reference list can attest to the danger of such
misinformation to the public. We can see how it greatly impact the
United States election, for example, or how fake tweets about an
injury President Obama had around April 2013 led to instability in
financial markets [30]. The spread misinformation informs public
opinion and public opinion which shapes public policy, elections,
how companies choose to run, the stock market/economy, views
on minorities and people of other countries, and even the health
and safety of the public itself. We can see the latter through the mis-
information about vaccines. There is a resurgence of measles in the
United States after it had been declared eradicated after January 1,

2000 due to the refusal of vaccines [17]. It impacts people in signifi-
cant ways that can cause harmful and sometimes irreversible effects,
of which no one is exempt. However, fake news is not the only
evil at play here. As Calvo et al. mentioned in their introduction,
Tim Berners-Lee stated “The power of the web is in its universality.
Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect”
[7], and so the lack of accessibility in the web overall is another
evil the helps the spread of fake news and limits the effectiveness
of any solutions out there. This is why it is necessary to fight back
against the proliferation of fake news and the inaccessibility of the
web.

Many other researchers have understood the necessity of under-
standing and combating this topic and thus, there is a large breadth
of work on fake news detection. While collecting research for fake
news detection, a few problems or gaps in this topic emerged. There
is a lack of research in different types of media like videos and im-
ages, a general one-size fits all for all types of topic domains in a
given media, the best way to deliver this solution to the people,
detecting misinformation in the media about recent events, a ro-
bust solution that will not require frequent retraining, providing a
solution that will work on media of different languages, and there
is no consensus about the best methodology or tool to use to create
this solution. The reason there are so many gaps is because this
is a very large problem, which makes it hard to solve all at once
in one go. The existing research all focus on certain aspects of the
issues in fake news detection. Some focus on finding approaches
that work with articles of all topic domains, some focus on fake
video detection exclusively, and some focus on fake news detection
in social media posts. If users have to go to many different sites or
applications or tools to check specific pieces of media, the users
will not engage with these tools because it is way too much effort.
On top of those issues, there is the fact that most results from these
researchers tend to be around 70% accurate and there is a lack of
proper documentation about their process, tools, and data and so
there’s no way to even recreate their results.

While access to the web by everyone regardless of disability is
essential, many researchers have noticed that the web is still not
accessible. Most of the research about web accessibility was not
focused on originally created solutions but rather on issues with the
guidelines or evaluation tools. These papers are shedding light on
how we have these guidelines and even if people are trying to meet
it, it is still an afterthought in the design process and evaluation
tools can’t be the end all be all of web accessibility checking. At
the same time there is are issues with the guidelines having the
correct priorities associated with the correct issues as pointed out
by disabled users and experts, as well as with the guidelines actually
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having all the accessibility issues that we should be paying attention
to. The authors creating things for the web are mistaken on what
needs to happen for their product to be accessible and would rather
put style over the needs of users. There is also a large bias in the
web towards making content in English with the Western culture
in mind even though there are millions of non-English users that
need to use the internet everyday and this just makes it harder for
them to get the same information and opportunities that everyone
else is.

While previous researches went out far and wide to touch all the
possible aspects, this research project will reign it back in to consol-
idate the findings into one tool for users. The research focuses on
ultimately developing a user interface that will be a robust, accurate,
and versatile solution that other researches have expressed a need
for [8–10, 16, 28]. The robust aspect addresses the issue of needing
frequent manual retraining, the accuracy aspect addresses the issue
of most automatic solutions only being able to identify fake news
70% of the time, and the versatile aspect addresses the issue that
most research has been focused on specific articles. Due to time
constraints, we will be focusing on the issue of how best to dissem-
inate this service to the public in a way that will actually impact
people and curb the spread of fake news. This will be the accessi-
ble user interface with a scale-able back-end framework for easily
adding the machine learning scripts in the future that we create.
This interface will be built from the ground up with accessibility in
mind so that this work can actually reach a majority of people and
attempt to stop the spread of fake news. We will attempt to address
the language barrier issue and the common pitfalls of developers
trying to create accessible and responsive designs. In addition to
that, we will attempt to address a wider breadth of impairments
than most like reading level, mobility issues, sight impairments,
audio impairments, cognitive/psychological difficulties, etc. This
research will also provide proper documentation for the whole
process.

In the future, this solution involves extensive testing of different
combinations of methods, features, and techniques for each media
type to uncover the best methods, features and techniques and to
achieve the highest possible accuracy. What would be produced
is a combination of methods that involve machine learning and
web searching that will take advantage of new knowledge being
produced and to be able to grow with changes in the way news
is presented. In this time frame, however, this project will be an
accessible user platform that will detail what the user would see if
the back-end was fully functional. It will demonstrate the best way
to get most of the public to engage with this service and make it
available to all regardless of any disabilities of societal impediment.
It will also provide and easy framework for adding/updating the ac-
tual machine learning processes for the back-end of the framework.
Another major contribution will be a responsive and accessible web-
site and extension with multiple input methods for ease of access.
The project will do everything possible to accommodate for people
with impairments while still being a rich and enjoyable experience
for everyone. It will be compatible with screen readers, it will have
high enough color contrast between all elements on the page, it
will not be higher than a fifth grade reading level, it will have the
capability to be translated, it will follow common design practices,

it won’t fall into the common mistakes when making something ac-
cessible, etc. Most importantly, my interface will include a feedback
section so that I might be able to change aspects to be the most
accessible we can make them. The creation of a log of my work will
also be a main part of our contribution.

This paper will be structured as follows. In Section 2, related
works to this project from the literature will be discussed. Section 3
will detail the design and implementation of the solution proposed
in this paper. The results from the implementation of this solution
will be outlined in Section 4, and Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the research conducted for this proposal, the structure of related
work pertaining to the automatic detection portion of the project
seems to be divided into a couple of parts: Data sets, which in-
cludes the features/approaches they used to know if something is
fake, Identification methods for automatic detection of those fea-
tures/approaches, and occasionally there are experiment setup and
results and the design of a user interface[3, 8–16, 19–32]. Another
thing that a large proportion of these research articles have in com-
mon, is that they each focus on a specific and narrowed area of fake
news detection. Therefore, comparing them based on what data
sets and features they were working with and what identification
methods they used seems more fruitful.

The related work found while doing research about web accessi-
bility were varied in terms of what aspect of accessibility it focused
on. Some focused specifically on mobile accessibility, some focused
on the possible issues of evaluating accessibility [1, 5–7], some fo-
cused on the issues of the web accessibility guidelines [5, 7], some
focused on detailing the different parts of the web accessibility
guidelines, and more. Because of this, the research will be com-
pared based on the issues and recommendations that it brought up.
This will give us a broader view on the aspect of web accessibility.

2.1 Data Sets
Data sets are critical to creating an automatic detector of fake
news because that is how one needs to test the identification and
classification methods. Rubin et al. did not outline a process to
detect fake news but did outline requirements for a Fake News
Detection Corpus [20]. The data sets used in each article reflects the
specific focus they had. For example, the data set used by Mihalcea
et. al. is entire comprised of videos that were created using Amazon
Mechanical Turk service and one of the data sets used by Castelo
et. al. is a corpus they created themselves that includes over 14,000
political news pages drawn from 137 sites and spanning 6 years
[8, 14]. If what the authors wanted to investigate was not already a
well investigated area, they most likely had to create their own data
set and many used a crowd-sourcing platform to do that. While the
actual data sets used by authors may be very different, the features
they used to identify fake news can be organized into categories.

2.1.1 Features/Approaches. When creating a tool that can recog-
nize misinformation/deception, there needs to be something about
the media that is different from truthful media,and those factors are
called features. The features could be the frequency of words paired
with further part-of-speech tagging [8, 10], or it could be the images
associated with the news [9, 15]. Some of the features mentioned in
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the articles only work best with a certain type of media like images
or written articles, but many can be used in conjunction with each
other. The types of features have been tailored to the types of media,
like click-bait, social media, or transcriptions of videos, the authors
were looking at. The features do tend to fall into categories of text
based or non-text based.

Table 1: Types of Features for the Types of Media

Feature Articles/ Topic- Visual/
Social Media Agnostic Verbal

Image Analysis X X

Linked Data X

Social Network Behavior X

User Behavior Analysis X

Readability Features X

Web-Markup Features X

"bag of words" approach X X

Deep Syntax Analysis X

Semantic Analysis X

Rhetorical Structure and
Discourse Analysis

X

Lexical Analysis X

Syntactic and Pragmatic
Analysis

X

Extract Claims and their
Dependencies

X

Unigrams X

Morphological Features X

Psychological Features X

Table 1 is a comparison of eleven authors and what feature they
used based on what type of media they included in their research
[3, 8–10, 13–15, 22, 29, 30, 32]. The authors Conroy et. al., Chen
et. al., Lim et. al. are some of the authors focusing on articles and
social media, the authors Castelo et. al. focused on articles but in a
topic-agnostic framework specifically, and the authors Narwal et.
al., Mihalcea et. al. are some of the few focusing on visual and verbal
media like images and videos [8–10, 13–15]. We can see from this
Table that there is a lot more variety of features used for articles
and social media than the other types of media and that there are a
wide range of types of features found for fake news detection. This
shows that detecting falsehoods and misinformation is complex and
that there are many different aspects and perspectives to consider
like purely text based features like "bag of words", to user behavior
analysis, to even the web-markup the media was posted on.

2.2 Identification Methods
After identifying the features that mark fake news as different from
factual news, the next step is to be able to identify/classify those

marks accurately. There are different ways to identify/classify rang-
ing from manual inspection to machine learning methods. How-
ever, the proposed solution is for those who cannot recognize non-
credible media or who do not have the time to discern credible from
non-credible media, and so manual deception detection cannot be
the only method used if used at all.

Table 2: Comparing Authors by Use of Hybrid or Non-
Hybrid Approaches

Authors Machine Learning Other Type
Method of Method

Atanasova et al. [3] X

Castelo et al. [8] X

Chen et al. [9] X X

Conroy et al. [10] X X

Lim et al. [13] X X

Mihalcea et al. [14] X

Narwal et al. [15] X

Sharma et al. [22] X

Zhang et al. [29] X

Zhang et al. [30] X

Zubiaga et al. [32] X

In Table 2, is a comparison of eleven authors on the basis of
whether or not they have used a hybrid approach in identification
and classification [3, 8–10, 13–15, 22, 29, 30, 32]. Two different cat-
egories of approaches has been found in these readings: machine
learning methods and non-machine learning methods. From the
table we can see that only three papers employed a hybrid ap-
proach using both machine learning and other types of methods.
We can also see that that most authors chose to utilize machine
learning methods rather than other types. Therefore machine learn-
ing should most likely be used in the overall solution. Looking a
level deeper of machine learning methods, there are seven authors
that use Support Vector Machines (SVM) in their research [3, 8–
10, 14, 22, 32], but there are still fourteen different machine learning
techniques that have been listed by the authors of these research
papers. So while there seems to be a consensus on the usefulness
of SVM as a method, there is still no general consensus on the best
combination or overall method.

It is also important to remember that all the different methods
correspond to different features and those features tend to corre-
spond to certain types of fake news. To create something that will
detect fake news in more than one medium, a mixture of identifica-
tion methods/classifiers will need to be used.

2.3 Web Accessibility
Almeida and Baranauskas detail really well why we need web ac-
cessibility in their paper when they wrote, "Web accessibility is
becoming an increasing concern for web-based systems that are
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supposed to be used by audience with diverse socio-economics
differences. In scenarios of great diversity, usually found in devel-
oping countries such as China, India and Brazil, the demand for
accessible solutions becomes critical,” [1]. Human beings are incred-
ibly diverse and we can’t design things with only certain groups of
humans in mind, but that is exactly what people are doing when
creating things for the web. Many researchers have found that the
web continues to have barriers to access even as we’ve begun to cre-
ate guidelines to follow [2, 5, 7, 18]. For the purpose of this project,
we will be analyzing the different issues and recommendations
brought up by the research found on web accessibility.

2.3.1 Issues Dealing with Web Accessibility. One of the issues dis-
cussed in Brewer’s research is fragmentation and harmonization
of web accessibility standards as well as physical devices and tech-
nological capabilities [6]. Fragmentation would entail things such
as different sets of standards by region or a lot of different soft-
ware/technology coming up that has the same goal but different
ways of processing things to get to that goal. The issue with frag-
mentation is that it becomes difficult to create things for the masses
if everyone’s devices behave differently and if everyone operates on
different standards.Wewould have to create new training resources,
new components, new content for each separate group/region and
that would become an unwieldy and massive task for any developer.
Harmonization is the opposite where things universally follow the
same standards and processes, and the harmonization of standards
is not something that is inherently a bad idea. As Brewer points out
in her research, having that harmonization of standards would lead
to an improvement in evaluation tools, allow the re-use of training
resources for web accessibility, allow the creation of "accessible,
compatible, and re-usable content" [6].

The issue with Harmonization is brought up in Prasad’s work
when they explain how there are segments of the user population,
which include people with minimal (English) language expertise,
with less high-order-thinking skills, or from a different cultural
background, that will find content on the web "complex, foreign,
incomprehensible and inaccessible" [18]. Harmonization brings
with it an unconscious bias of creating guidelines based on your
own culture and language. If we pigeon-hole our guidelines for
web-accessibility we will continue to create an inaccessible for over
2 billion users whose native language is not English [18].

Brewer also discusses the myths about making things accessible
which slows down the progress that could be made in creating
an accessible web. One of the myths is the idea that all you need
for accessibility is for all the people with disabilities to get special
assistive technology to fill in the gaps of accessibility on thewebsites
[6]. But assistive technology does not exist independently of the
content on the web. If the web site lacks alt links, proper use of
HTML tags, or other things, screen readers can not help those that
are blind understand what is on the web site for example. This
technology will not save developers from having to make their
products with accessibility in mind.

The other side of that myth is the myth that Web Content Ac-
cessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 1.0 is a "stand-alone solution" [6].
Technology designers, browser and media player developers, au-
thoring tool developers, and content developers all have comple-
mentary roles in making the web an accessible place for everyone.

No one role can fix accessibility by itself and accessibility needs to
be thought about when ever someone makes a product no matter
what that product is if we want to be able to be accessible to all.

Some other myths about making things accessible are that text-
only web sites are enough to make the web site accessible and that
accessible web sites are consequently dull and boring. Having only
text would help some peoplewith certain types of visual impairment
but would still make it inaccessible to those with auditory, mobility,
cognitive, neurological impairments, and even for many types of
visual impairments [6]. Pictures are still a necessary component
to web sites and web sites can still look stylized, but "[d]ifferent
disabilities have different requirements for accessibility" so there is
not going to be a one-size-fits-all solution [6].

One of the main issues that even though there are guidelines
that talk about how to make web content accessible, many studies
show that many websites still do not conform to all the guidelines
[7]. Some of the other big issues with the WCAG guidelines found
were that they are not completely "machine testable" guidelines
due to the fact that they are contextually, socially, and culturally
dependent and that designers have difficulty in understand the
consequences in accessibility [1]. That makes it very difficult for
designers to actually test whether their products are accessible.
Another set of accessibility guidelines are the Universal Design
(UD) principles which aims "to design products and environments
to be usable by everyone, to the greatest extent possible, without
the need for adaptation or specialized design" [1]. The issue that
arises with UD is that its focus is mainly on physical products and
those guidelines are always translatable to the what is needed to
support developers of web content and other non tangible products.

There have also been questions raised about the WCAG guide-
lines themselves like how some of the assigned priority levels of
the guidelines are not congruent with the severity levels that the
users who have disabilities and experts would give to the issues
found, and in Calvo et al., they outline multiple studies in which
they found that there are large proportions of issues reported by
users with various disabilities (blind, partially sighted, dyslexic, deaf
and physical impairments) that were not covered by the WCAG
guidelines [7]. Because of the latter, Calvo et al. conducted audits
of different types of websites and asked experts to report the ac-
cessibility issues. A total of 1214 issues were found and 6% of the
issues found were issues not covered by WCAG guidelines but are
known by experts as potential problems for users with disabilities
[7]. Table 3 shows those issues grouped into 7 different groups and
the frequency of each type of issue. This info will help greatly when
creating the project because we will be aware of this issues going
in and not fall into the same traps that evaluation tools might not
catch.

There are tools out there that aim at helping developers check
that their websites are in accordance with the WCAG guidelines.
This can be very helpful in making sure that developers do not miss
common accessibility errors. However, Almeida points out that
some guidelines are contextually, socially, and culturally depen-
dent and thus semi-automatic evaluation tools can fail in helping
developers understand and separate which possible issues are actu-
ally problems and which are not based on the context [1]. Because
context is important, it is equally important to have human inspec-
tion on these issues like making sure the alternative text actually
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Table 3: Outlining the Frequency of Well-Known Issues
Found by Experts That Are Not Covered by the WCAG
Guidelines [7]

Issue Frequency

Hide information incorrectly 15.8%

Do not use common design patterns 13.4%

Wide gaps between related information 8.7%

Use of custom components 39.2%

Buttons and text size are small 5.3%

Colour contrast ratio between icons 10.1%
and background is not enough

Important information is not shown at the top 4.8%

corresponds to the image [7]. The downside is that many acces-
sible solutions done consciously are based on segregating people
according to have type of assistance they need which will those
communities to feel more isolated and lead to content being made
sub-par for certain groups because that is the easiest for the devel-
oper [1]. This will just deepen the digital divide.

Bias can also creep in when evaluating accessibility. There is
the "evaluator effect" is the fact that "the observation that different
evaluators in similar conditions identify substantially different sets
of usability problems" [5]. There are different expertise levels in the
evaluators which could affect what problems they can identify, and
there is also a difficulty in reliably rating the severity of problems
that they do find [5]. There could be bias caused by the sampling
method adopted to select pages to evaluate, or by the error rates of
the testing tools [5]. There’s a lack of standardization that can lead
to low reproducibility of results, which could be linked to why there
is a difficulty in reproducing the results of the machine learning
solutions produced by the researchers in the previous sub sections
of section 2 Related Work.

2.3.2 Recommendations on Making the Web Accessible. Most of the
research in this area does focus on the issues but there are some that
have recommendations for how to get better accessibility in what
people create. Calvo et al. described recommendations for fixing
the seven groups of issues not covered by the WCAG. The solutions
include not hiding interactive components visually and failing to
hide them for keyboard and screen reader aides for users, to use
common design patterns and common interactive elements so that
users will be able to complete tasks easily, have related information
shown closer to each other on the page to make the relationship
visual too, make sure targets and text are big enough, assure there
is a high enough color contrast ration between the background and
foreground colors for every interactive component, and to show
important information at the top [7]. Bailey and Gkatzidou created
a lightweight model for thinking about accessibility while creating
your product. They assert that we should not consider accessibility,
usability, and user experience in isolation from one another because
they all need to be optimal for the product to be used effectively [4].
This view has been one of the key principles of the British Standard

(BS8878), but it is not apart of theWCAG. Their model also proposes
three separate but interdependent and overlapping components
to take in account: technical accessibility, operational accessibil-
ity, and psychological accessibility [4]. Technical accessibility are
the requirements for a user to access the product/service/physical
environment, which is where conformance with the guidelines
and compatibility with assistive technologies comes into play [4].
Operational accessibility is how well a user can use and operate
the product or navigate the physical environment once they have
access to it, which refers to the efficiency, the error rate, the error
recovery, and the extent the product/feature meets the users’ expec-
tations [4]. Psychological accessibility is the aspects including but
not limited to how useful they find its functionality/facilities, how
appropriate they are for the user, and how satisfying the overall
experience is, which represents the users’ desires [4].

One of the most comprehensive solutions to web accessibility
is the Blueprint for a Human-Centered Safety Net by Code for
America [2]. They created this human-centered safety net in the
context of public benefit programs but it has a lot of relevance to
this project as well. Code for America describes the human-centered
safety net as something that is "simple, accessible, and easy for real
people to use", "meets people where they are and provides clarity
when there is confusion", and "guarantees that the needs of the
clients are put first" [2]. They provide five over arching principles to
abide by as well as more in-depth detail about how to successfully
achieve each principle and why it matters to achieve those things.

The five principles are "Many Welcoming Doors", "Easy to Un-
derstand", "Informed Decisions", "Responsive to Changing Needs",
and "Simple Actions" [2]. The Many Welcoming Doors principle’s
goal is to provide an "equitable and positive experience both online
and in person" to make sure that people are not intimidated or
barred from using the service due to access barriers [2]. The Easy
to Understand principle details that users should be able to make
it through the process with minimal support [2]. The Informed
Decisions principle is that the users should clearly understand the
implications of all of the actions they have to take throughout the
process [2]. The Responsive to Changing Needs principle states that
the product needs to be able to change based on the users’ needs, as
well as shifts in policy and budget [2]. The Simple Action principle
says that each stage in the enrollment and eligibility process should
be able to be completed in as few steps as possible [2]. Some of
the more detailed steps with in these principles are to make the
website responsive across devices, to limit the use of legal language
and bold warning text (because it is intimidating), to not have a
login or remote identity proofing if possible, to have an FAQ page,
to have the content available in multiple languages, to have the
information written at a fifth grade reading level, etc. [2].

3 DESIGN
Figure 1 details the sections/components of the overall solution.
Each component is very much dependent on the processes before
it but they are all separate operations. This diagram includes the
user in the overall process because they are just as important to the
complete process as the machine learning tool itself. The sections
in this solution are

• User Input and Data Finding
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User 
Interface/Data 
finding process

Start

Identifying data 
type and 

formatting data 
process 

Partial Machine 
Learning (ML) 

process to 
classify data

Display process 
where results are 
saved and output 

it to the user

Finish

Figure 1: A High-Level, Basic Overview of the Processes in
the Overall Solution

• Data Identifying and Formatting
• Partial Machine Learning/Back-end
• Saving and Displaying Results

3.1 User Input and Data Finding
The User Input and Data Finding Component Process is how the
pieces of media to check for truthfulness will be gathered. The
other part of this component is how users can interact with this
fake news detector. There needs to be multiple avenues to engage
with this interface to increase user-ship and affect the spread of
fake news.

There are three ways in this solution a user can check for cred-
ibility in their news. They can either manually upload the files
they want to check, create news alerts where input keywords to
monitor the web for new content related to the keywords, install
the web-extension that gets media data from their current open tab,
or use any combination of these methods. With the manual upload,
the user should get direct and detailed results very quickly, but
this requires the most energy on the part of the user. The keyword
feature would provide alerts if new media is found and display a
brief synopsis of the results, which only requires minimal effort

Start

User manually 
uploads a piece of 

media to the 
website/app

User inputs keywords 
to monitor web for new 

content related to 
keywords

Web extension 
takes media 
from user’s 

current open tab

Web crawler, to 
monitor for new 

content, receives 
keywords

Web crawler 
searches for new 

content

Outputs media for 
formatting

Identifying data type and formatting 
data process

Figure 2: An Overview of the Data Finding Process and the
Different Aspects of the Interface.

from the user to input keywords. For the keyword feature, there
would need to be a web crawler that takes the keywords entered
and monitor the web for content relating or matching the keywords
and gather the media it finds. The last avenue is the web-extension
and it will deliver the results in the form of a popup overlay on top
of the current tab the user is viewing that will show the user how
credible what their viewing is without any work from the user.

In this process, we would be sure that were as little steps as
possible for each way to check for fake news. The extension would
just require installation. The upload would require two steps: se-
lecting the piece of media and then clicking the button to upload
it. The news alerts function would require the user to login, input
keywords, and press enter to receive notifications about the result.
To make sure that the users are clear on how to use the fake news
detector, we are going to add instructions on the page for each
at the top as well as have a tutorial section with more in depth
instructions as well as added pictures and videos to help show the
information in different ways.

The result of this process is that there is a piece of media to check
the credibility of and that will be the input for the next process.
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3.2 Data Identifying and Formatting
Next in the overarching process is identifying and formatting the
data we got from the User Input and Data Finding process. We are
focusing on identifying what type the data is so we can properly
implement the partial back-end. We want to know whether it is a
picture or video or article or social media post so we can correctly
match it to the data sets of already checked media until a full ma-
chine learning back-end can be implemented.The type can gathered
based on the filename extension very easily.

Formatting will be important since that is how the machine
learning tool will be able to see the trends in the data and learn
what is credible and what is not. There will most likely need to be
different formatting processes for different types of media. Images
will need to have image processing tools like OCR (Optical Char-
acter Recognition) to help with formatting and Videos will need
to also be transcribed to get all the features the machine learning
tool needs to understand if it’s credible. Translating all types of
media to text is one method of checking for fake news but can also
be combined with looking at raw audio features [16] or the image
points itself like in the work of Steinebach et al. [24].

The formatting involves taking the media and extracting key
things about it, also called features, that will help determine if it’s
fake or not and putting those into certain columns in a Comma
Separated Values (CSV) file. At the end of this process, this format-
ting will output the media in a CSV file detailing its features so the
machine learning tool can take it and understand it.

3.3 Partial Machine Learning/Back-end
From that point, the next process is the Machine Learning Classi-
fying process.This component will contain the machine learning
process itself but also includes the API connection and the format-
ting of the output. The formatting section is so that the machine
learning output is in a readable format for all the possible users.
Otherwise the output would only make sense to the users that have
used machine learning technology before, and that is not accessible
to the public. The API section is the code that will connect the
machine learning tool to the front-end software and scripts such as
the website/app and web-extension.

The process of classifying data is crucial to the whole solution
and so it is outlined to the right in Figure 3. There is more variability
in machine learning classifiers and processes but Figure 3 shows
the bare bones idea behind machine learning.

The idea behind machine learning is that given enough data the
machine itself can make educated decisions like a human might.
Figure 3 shows the difference between training in machine learning
and testing in machine learning. The training section needs large
amounts of data with clear labels about what is credible and what
is not so that the machine learning tool can learn to recognize what
features should lead to credible rating and what features should
lead to it being not credible. After training, the machine uses the
knowledge it gained to classify separate singular pieces of data,
which is how the solution will be used in production by the users.

The details known about the training section for this particular
solution will be shown in Section 4.1 Experiment Details. This is
where the data set and possible algorithms and classifiers that are
used in the machine learning process will be talked about.

Figure 3: A High Level Overview of the Machine Learning
Concept.

There does need to be a bit of a modification for the time con-
straint. So there will be a frame work for the machine learning
scripts and back-end to be easily set up in the future and as a place
holder, the formatted and identified data will be matched to the
data sets we found to then be able to classify whether it is fake or
not.

The output from this process would be the prediction of whether
a piece of media is fake or not formatted in a way that any user
could understand. The media inputted here is also passed along to
the next process.
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3.4 Saving and Displaying Results
After the machine learning tool classifies the inputted media as
credible or not or the partial back-end identifies whether the in-
putted media is in the data sets collected and is credible or not, the
output needs to be displayed back to the user. However, the method
of display can not be the same for all the types of input as defined
in section 3.1 User Input and Data Finding.

If the input came from the user as an upload, then the user would
be on the website looking at the screen and so the output should
be displayed on that page. If the input came from the keyword
monitor list, then the user might not be on the website at all and
so the user will need to be alerted of the new media and be given a
brief synopsis of the results. The user can click on the notification
and be taken to the website for more details. Finally, if the input
came from the web-extension, then the result needs to be displayed
over the current tab they are viewing in a way that catches their
eye but is still out of the way, which is why it will be displayed
in a popup overlay. The user can click on the overlay for a brief
synopsis and can click a link on the overlay to get to the website
for a more detailed explanation.

We’ll need to make sure that any notifications are not popping
up in a very violent or flashy way because we do not want to
intimidate the user. It will scare them away from using our product.
We want the notifications to be noticeable and use color to help
communicate the results, with a color blindness option so that we
can make sure the colors contrast and make sense to everyone. The
displayed information should be in an easy to read format and we
don’t want to overload the users with extraneous information like
how many "I’s" were found in the text. At the most, we want to be
able to point them to areas in the media that made the machine
learning tool flag it for fake news.

At this step, the original media, the formatted media outputted
by the Data Formatting process, and the results will also be saved
in a PostgreSQL database. Saving it in a database allows the user to
be able to revisit past results and the media in the database could
be used to help detect credibility in future media by comparing it
to the newly inputted media.

3.5 Interface Accessibility Design
To fully create a design that is accessible to all will need a lot
of iteration and research, but we can start with a base of things
we know to help accessibility. Our base will include adhering to
the Web Content Accessibility 2.1 Guidelines, and the Code for
America Blueprint for a Human Centered Safety Net. We will start
by including such things as an easy login and sign up process, a
resources tab with FAQ, Feedback, Tutorial, and Similar Services
pages, compatibility with screen readers and other aides, content
that is simple, clear, and concise at a 5th grade reading level, and
simple, clear layouts that are following common design practices.

4 RESULTS
This solution is in part an engineering project and part a research
project. we need to both create a product and research certain
elements to create an exact methodology and process. Because of
that, the results section will be fleshed out continually as new data
comes in and the learning process restarts to accommodate the

new things learned. In this section, we will detail my design for
the experiments needed, the process for the experiments, and the
outcomes of those experiments.

4.1 Experiment Design
For this solution, We’ve started by adhering to the WCAG and the
Code For America Blueprint as well as following the principles
for reusable code. We’ve included the experiment we laid out for
the machine learning detection portion even though the results
were inconclusive because we hope to continue this project and
create a better experiment in the future. We have also included the
experiment for user testing that will be used in the future as my
product was not ready in time.

4.1.1 Machine Learning Experiment. This experiment will essen-
tially be training and testing the machine learning tool over and
over with different combinations and comparing the accuracy of
each round.

First, we’ll need to collect the various data sets that authors have
used in their respective papers. If this is possible, then there will
be no need for us to do data collection since there should already
be a variety of media types and topic domains and types of articles
in those data sets. They would have all been verified by credible
sources. The data sets collected would then be compiled into one
master data set that the machine learning tool could be trained on.

The next part of the experiment would be testing machine learn-
ing tool. An automatic loop will be set up where a subset of features
are chosen and a subset of algorithms are chosen to test the data
set, the results are recorded in a spreadsheet, and then the next
subset of both is chosen, those results are recorded, and so on and
so forth.

After all the possibilities have been tested, the results on the
accuracy for each combination will be compared and the most
accurate solution will be chosen for this project.

To illustrate what some options are, Table 3 below and Table
4 on the next page show the identification methods and types of
classifiers that some of the authors have used in their research.
There are more than just these options to look for which is why
there will be around 3 weeks of testing.

4.1.2 User Testing Experiment. This experiment will be used to
find the best way to design a user interface like website.

The first part of the experiment will be finding research on this
subject and combining that with the knowledge we have learned
in the past about web and software development. we will need to
create a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) for the users to test.

Then we will create a testing group to use the interface and give
us feedback about the usability and functionality. The testing group
would need to involve people of different demographics and also
of people with different political beliefs because we want this to
be effective towards everyone. Any one must come to trust the
results from this solution and we don’t want it to be skewed or
biased towards one group or another. The process for finding a
testing group will have to start off with the people that we can
reach through social media and hopefully from there it can gain
traction and I can reach more people beyond my followers.
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Table 4: Types of Identification Methods/Classifiers Using
Machine Learning

Method/Classifier(Machine Learning) Authors

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [3, 8–10, 14, 22, 32]

Naive Bayesian [9, 10, 14]

Neural Network Analysis [9]

Adaboost [13]

Gradient Boosting Tree [13]

Random Forest [8, 13]

Extremely Randomized Trees [13]

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [8]

Radial Basis Function Kernel (RBF) [3]

bi-LSTM Recurrent Neural Network [3]

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [22]

Logistic Regression [22]

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [22]

Vector Space Model (VSM) [10]

Table 5: Types of IdentificationMethods/Classifiers (NotMa-
chine Learning)

Method/Classifier Authors

Frequency Analysis [9]

Probability Context Free Grammars (PCFG) [9, 10]

Image Detection [9]

Image Caption Analysis [9]

Web Traffic Analysis [9]

Web Metadata Analysis [9]

Random Selection (Rand) [30]

High Degree (HD) [30]

PageRank (PR) [30]

Minimum Monitor Set Construction (MMSC) Algorithm [29]

User/manual verification [13, 15]

The questions for the testing group will change for each iteration
depending on what we needed to fix and change from the last
testing group. The questions for the first testing group have not
been created yet because we do not have a MVP to test yet.

This will be an iterative process where we take the feedback
given and update the interface to take into account what we can
and then a new round of testing will take place. Because this was
unable to happen before May, this will be a continuing process that
only stops when there is nothing we could possibly improve upon.

4.2 Progress Made on Product and Experiments
So far, we have collected data sets and tried to replicate previous
work to make sure that the tools we have are functional and their
work is something I can base mine off of. We have also begun to
create the Minimum Viable Product. Below we will outline the
general process for each thing we’ve done and will link to a full
documentation of steps and troubleshooting issues and fixes after
the project is fully completed.

4.2.1 Data Set Collection. To be able to save time for this project,
we decided to not create our own fake news data sets and find the
data sets listed in the research papers read. Most papers did not list
a link to the data set and not every researcher had a personal site
or a Github with the data set posted. Therefore we had to do some
intense google searching with clues from the papers to locate the
data sets. In the end we have found about 27 different verified fake
news data sets.

4.2.2 Recreation of Previous Work. This has been a stumbling block
for this project seeing that there is not enough documentation on
the process taken by other researchers. We had to make assump-
tions about tools used for some of the researchers by researching
ourselves about machine learning tools or taking listed tools in
other projects and applying them to these papers. Thus we began
to use Weka as a tool to test the data sets with a different range of
classifiers and features.

Upon further experimentation, we have concluded that Weka
could not help us create tests to find what combination of features
and identification methods work the best in this context. In fact,
we found that we would not have the time to be able to reproduce
anyone’s work because there was not enough information made
public to other researchers like us. This is why we had to go a
different route but we felt that this stumbling block is important
to note due to the importance of reproducibility in science to be
able to confirm findings as valid. You can find more info about the
process we took to figure out the work was not reproducible in the
time frame in our documentation posted on Github, which will be
linked when finished.

4.3 Results of Minimum Viable Product
What we’ve found so far is that our empty framework of a website
has no discernible errors except two contrast errors for a credit
below an image according to the automatic evaluators and my at-
tempts to check for any issues. We’ve tested two separate types
of evaluators so far because they are the only ones that will test
your website if it is still in development, and we’ve found that the
earlham.edu site has 14 errors and 17 contrast errors on the home-
page alone and that the portfolios.cs.earlham.edu site has 1 error,
916 contrast errors, and 129 alerts. So comparatively our project
is doing well accessibility wise and we are continuing to work on
developing content for the website, developing the extension, and
setting up the back-end framework.

5 CONCLUSION
Our goal by the end of this process was to create a functional
user interface for automatic fake news detection that is accessible
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and human-centered, and that would include a scale-able back-
end framework where the best methods for automatic deception
detection can be added. At this time we have created an interface
framework that has accessibility built in but the back-end is not
connected to the website yet but is in progress.

There are several points that we would like to continue develop-
ing in the future because this is a full-stack and very large project. In
terms of the back-end, we would want to take the time to re-create
the machine learning solutions of other researchers and begin the
work of integrating them in to the interface with credit and then
improving upon them. The interface would be updated once new
changes that don’t break everything are found. We would also like
to do more research in what server would be the best place to hold
this project and look into detecting deep fakes, fake news in other
languages, finding exactly what sections of the media we test are
truthful and what were deemed not credible. In terms of the front-
end, we would like to create better graphics and palettes to give
the user a better design and aesthetic as well as be able to show
the users more details about why the results came back the way it
did. We would also like to create add-ons for social media apps and
sites for more direct action in stopping the spread of misinforma-
tion. In terms of the code itself, we would like to spend more time
researching react UI libraries and creating our own components
for things that are very widely used on our interfaces so that it can
blend in more seamlessly to our design and palette as well as be
highly functional.
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